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the basic terms of the trade

leading

12 on 16 pt

This example
shown at 200%

the creation of readable texts

display typefaces

Space between words

Inter-related elements

The space which separates two lines of type is called leading (so-called because
strips of lead were originally used to separate the lines). This, too, is measured in
points. If type is set at a size of 12 pt with 4 pt of leading in between each line it is
described as 12 on 16 point. This is because the lines are at intervals of 16 points:

Letter-spacing, word-spacing and leading are just three of the elements that can be
adjusted to improve readability. This diagram shows how these and other elements
are linked. Changing any one will have an impact on the others.

Previously, when the Tartars
raided these parts, making
forays over the grassy lands,
4pt

Book titles can be seen as distinct units: the title, possibly a sub-title and the author’s
name. The use of two or three contrasting faces gives an immediate display appeal,
even without images:

Memories from the South

Dancing Lessons
for the Advanced in Age

Rick Bragg

BOHUMIL HRABAL

Redbirds

12 pt

layout
page
size

leading

linespacing

x-height
of font

letterspacing

set
of font

Size of sub-headings
The appearance of each level of sub-heading must be consistent throughout a
book, and will depend on a number of factors:
Size of page: the largest headings should not overwhelm the page.
Size of text: the smallest headings should be visibly larger than the body text,
though not necessarily by a great amount.
Number of words: if most of the headings contain many words, they will all
need to be set at smaller size.
Frequency of headings: a text that is divided into a large number of subsections, each containing a small amount of text, should generally have
smaller headings.
Number of levels in the hierarchy: if you have many levels to deal with, the
largest may need to be larger and the smallest, smaller.

Playbill and Britannic bold

American Typewriter and Gill Sans light

measure

16 pt

wordspacing

format

type
size

The function of leading is to make the text look less dense, and thus easier to read.
Text that has no leading – for example, 12 on 12 pt – is called set solid.

THE SWAN

the messenger

font

MA YR A MO N T E R O

characters
per line
extent

set solid

heading hierarchies

A NOVEL BY

SEBASTIANO VASSALI

Citizen bold and regular

Neuland Inline and Spartan

Choose the most frequently used level of heading – whether it be A, B or C – as a
starting point and increase or decrease the size of the other headings from that
point. The amount by which type size increases will need to be greater in the larger
sizes. For example, an increase of 2 pts from 10 pt to 12 pt is noticeable:

Jean-Paul Kauffmann

Previously, when the Tartars raided these parts, making
forays over the grassy steppelands, the people had huddled
inside earthen ramparts and wooden walls. And these
loose
tight

massaging text
turning over
taking back

widow
orphan

10

Experiment with a variety of text treatments, adjusting one element at a time and
noting how each change affects the overall readability of the page.

1
2
3
4
5
6

These terms are also used to describe the spaces between words. A line of justiﬁed
text is said to be too loose or too tight if the spaces between the words are much
greater or smaller than in other lines. This can be rectiﬁed by a process known as
massaging the text. This involves turning over a word, that is, moving it from the end
of one line to the beginning of the next; or taking back a word, that is, moving it
from the beginning of one line to the end of the previous line. Massaging text can
solve a number of typographic problems such as unsuitable word divisions and the
appearance of widows and orphans. A widow is the ﬁrst line of a paragraph which
falls on the last line of a page. An orphan is the last line of a paragraph which falls
on the ﬁrst line of a page.

P E R

recto

Title

Blank or
Frontispiece

blank

recto

Imprint page
Publishing
details
©
verso

Foreword

blank

Contents

Title

recto

recto

Imprint page
Publishing
details
©
verso

If this set of page positions create
too many blank pages it is for
the editor, not the designer, to
reorder them.

⎯
→
blank

Dedication

Introduction
i

Grids for
illustrated books
are discussed on
pp.286–7, 291–2

Introduction
iii

Above is the setting of the title page; only
the title is repeated on the half-title using
a smaller face and reduced leading.

Introduction

blank

Introduction
iv

Acknowlegdements

Introduction
v

blank

First
page of
main text

blank

162

blank
or maps or
plans

Maps or
plans

blank

First page of
main text

blank

Preface

C

This is a wide-format book
with a double-column
setting.

Chapter title

A small illustration may add to the appeal of
a heavily illustrated book and reduce the
emptiness of the page. It should be positioned
to allow for the endpaper fixing.

⎯→

This decision
should be made in
consultation with
the editor.

This is an asymmetric layout.
The wide right-hand margin
could contain headings,
notes or illustrations.

Power-looms

15 pt

Cotton

18 pt

Textiles

20 pt

Textiles

24 pt

Industry

25 pt

Industry

sub-headings

title, half-title and part-titles

What follows is a general introduction to the principles of
the various calculating and computational engines, and a
survey of their history and of their various types: mechanical, analogue, mechanographical and analytical, and the
programmable computer itself. We do not wish to go
into every possible detail of every such device which has
come into being. Nor would it be possible: many such
volumes as this would be required, and in any case the
author’s own competence would be unequal to the task.1
Nevertheless, the milestones presented here, and the
vocabulary which we have deliberately made very precise,
will allow the reader to trace the main stages of the
history of artificial calculation and to appreciate how it
grows logically out of the history of arithmetical and
mathematical notations and methods of calculation.
The following presentation is a new approach to the
history of automatic calculation and therefore gives an
exceptionally rich view of the origins of information
science and of modern computers. It is not a catalogue
of historical facts: it is a unified account of a multidisciplinary subject which grew on the fertile ground
where so many streams of science and technology have
joined up. In contrast with more classical historical
accounts which mainly follow chronological lines, and

58

grids and master pages

grids for illustrated books

38 See the opening sentence to his Vita Nuova.
39 PP, p.153
40 PP, p.175
41 PP, p. 209
42 Annotated copy of Period Piece: CUL, MS Dept.

Chapter 2 The Constant One
1 This story, which does not occur in Darwin’s own account of his voyage, is
quoted from a newspaper report on George Darwin’s speech by Margaret Keynes
in her manuscript notes “The British Association in South Africa”: DAR 251: 585
2 Francis Darwin, The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, I: 109
3 Charles Darwin to George Darwin, 24 January [1868]: DAR 210:1:3; Emma
Darwin. A Century of Letters, ed. Henrietta Litchﬁeld (London:John Murray) 1915,
Volume II, pp. 187-88. (Hereafter referred to as ED)
4 George Darwin to Charles Darwin, no date [1868]: DAR 210:2:3
5 Charles Darwin to George Darwin, 20 November 1873: DAR 210:1:17
6 “Professor Whitney on the Origin of Language”, Contemporary Review, 1874, pp.
874-904.
7 Charles Darwin to George Darwin, 5 November 1874: DAR 210: 1: 38
8 Charles Darwin to George Darwin, 21 October [1873]: DAR 210.1.14
9 Henrietta Litchﬁeld to George Darwin, 27 October 1873: DAR 251:344
10 Charles Darwin to George Darwin, 10 February 1875: DAR 210.1.44
11 Henrietta Darwin tp George Darwin, no date [June 1871]: DAR 251: 342
12 George Darwin to Charles Darwin, 1 June 1876: DAR 210.2.54
13 Both published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, London.
14 Charles Darwin’s letter to George is quoted in Margaret Keynes, A House by the
River: Newnham Grange to Darwin College, (Cambridge: Privately printed, 1984),
p.45; also in ED II: 233.
15 Emma Darwin to George Darwin, no date [November 1882]: DAR 251: 149
16 See the section on “Wives” in Christopher N.L.Brooke, A History of the University
of Cambridge: Volume IV 1870–1990 (Cambridge University Press, 1993) pp.25257
17 PP, p.47
18 Mary Reed Bobbitt, With Dearest Love to All: The Life and Letters of Lady Jebb,
(Faber and Faber, 1960), p. 63
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid. p.75
21 Ibid. p.110
22 Ibid. p.83
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What follows is a general introduction to the principles
of the various computational engines, and a survey of
their history and of their various types: mechanical,
analogue, mechanographical and analytical, and the
programmable computer itself. We do not wish to go
into every possible detail of every such device which
has come into being. Nor would it be possible: many
volumes would be required, and in any case the author’s
own competence would be unequal to the task.1
Nevertheless, the milestones presented here, and the
vocabulary which we have deliberately made very
precise, will allow the reader to trace the main stages of
the history of artificial calculation and to appreciate
how it grows logically out of the history of arithmetical
and mathematical methods of calculation.
The following presentation is a new approach to the
history of automatic calculation and therefore gives an
exceptionally rich view of the origins of information
science and of modern computers. It is not a catalogue
of historical facts: it is a unified account of a multidisciplinary subject which grew on the fertile ground
where so many streams of science and technology have
joined up. In contrast with more classical historical
accounts which mainly follow chronological lines, and
therefore do justice neither to the advances in human
thought nor to the complexity of evolution which have
combined to create this domain, we have attempted to

1. I would like to take
this opportunity to
express my special
gratitude to Alain
Brieux, Jacques
Chauvin, I. Bernard
Cohen, Erik Lambert,
Robert Ligonnière,
Maurice Margenstern,
René Moreau,
Pierre Mounier-Kuhn,
François-Henri
Raymond, Marco
Schutzenberger,
Jean-Claude Simon,
Gérard Verroust and
Remo Vescia.

39

When choosing which method to use, you need to consider the content of the
notes. Are they important to the reader’s understanding of the text – for example,
translations of foreign words and phrases – in which case foot- or sidenotes would
be more helpful? Or do they mostly provide references to source material, which
would be more appropriately placed with the endmatter?
The style of the book will also inﬂuence this decision. Pages of dense footnotes can
make a book look ‘academic’ and will intimidate some readers. On the other hand,
large-format illustrated books can beneﬁt from the extra text elements which give
interest to a page, and sidenotes – often in a second colour – can have a secondary
effect as a decorative device.

See Mixing notes,
p.216

half-title pages

10 pt

Cotton

29

⎯
⎯

172

Power-looms

12 pt

1. I take this opportunity to express my special gratitude to Alain Brieux, Jacques
Chauvin, I. Bernard Cohen, Erik Lambert, Robert Ligonnière, Maurice
Margenstern, René Moreau, Pierre Mounier-Kuhn, François-Henri Raymond,
Marco Schutzenberger, Jean-Claude Simon, Gérard Verroust and Remo Vescia.

recto

recto

the sequence and numbering of preliminary pages

preliminary page sequences

Footnotes (left)
Endnotes (centre)
Sidenotes (right)

recto

recto

A book with a short foreword
and introduction would have
a flat plan as above. A longer
series of prelims is shown on
the right.

Foreword

9 pt

footnotes, endnotes and sidenotes

title page

CALL IF YOU
NEED ME

recto

128

B-heading

so type sizes should be increased visually rather than by regular increments:

There are three standard ways of introducing notes into a text: footnotes, endnotes
and sidenotes (also called shoulder notes ). Footnotes are placed at the foot of the page,
endnotes at the end of the main text, or alternatively at the end of the relevant
chapter, and sidenotes in the fore-edge margin. An indicator – a number or symbol
set in superior ﬁgures – is placed in the main text to refer the reader to the note.

This is a grid for a book containing
sidenotes which are inset into the
text panel. It has wide outer
margins and the sidenote column
overlaps the text panel. The running
foot aligns with the outer edge of
the text panel and the folios align
with the outer edge of the sidenote.

THE ALBERT
COLLECTION

blank

145

These are examples of grids indicating the text panel and other printed elements.

e
pag
-title
half

The typography of the half-title will be the same as the title page, reduced in size:

recto

recto

Binner Gothic and Formata bold

er
ap
dp
en

en
dp
ap
er
bo
ard

CALL IF YOU
NEED ME
Introduction
ii

B-heading

Examples of book grids and master pages

recto

Contents

Univers 55 and Univers bold 216 x 135 mm
If the image is striking, use the simplest of
typefaces to avoid distraction. The type here
was embossed. Photograph by Tono Stano

Daniel Pennac

If the book is to be hard bound, bear in mind that the endpaper is glued to the
half-title page, using up to 5 mm of the page in the gutter margin. The text should
be positioned further towards the fore-edge to allow for this.
Originally books were sold only as a set
of signatures for the buyer to bind; the
half-title page was only an outer sheet to
protect the title page. It was then known
as a bastard page – not a real part of the
book and bearing only the book’s title.
When books began to be sold as bound
objects the page persisted as the half-title.

Note how in the
right-hand example,
the jump from 10 pt
to 15 pt seems quite
big, but the jump
from 20 pt to 25 pt
is less noticeable.
The sizes in the lefthand example have
been determined
visually resulting
in a more evenlooking increase.

Mazarine
Pingeot

display typefaces and ornaments

Once the title page style is established, attention can turn to the half-title page.
This page will only bear the title of the book – and possibly an image in the case
of illustrated books.

recto

First
Novel

WRITE TO KILL

legibility and readability

The half- title page

In a book with extensive prelims
certain pages must still start on
a recto. This will create blank
pages as below.

C-heading

P E T T E R S O N

Galahad and Futura

The layout of prelims is dictated by the need for some pages – for instance, the title
page, contents page and the ﬁrst page of the main text – to be on a recto. Those
pages which should appear on a recto page are shown below in grey:

Halftitle

To Siberia

change the font from Times to Albertina
reduce the size from 12 pt to 10.5 pt
increase the word-spacing
justify the text
reduce the measure from 106 mm to 96 mm
increase the leading from 12 pt to 13.5 pt

Positions of preliminary pages

Halftitle

C-heading

whereas an increase from 22 pt to 24 pt is less so:

It is interesting to note that the ﬁrst and last samples occupy approximately the
same space on the page. This shows that setting the type at a larger size is not
necessarily the way to make text easier to read. It is the relationship between the
different elements that provides the key to setting readable text.

24

the basic terms of the trade

A Voyage to St Helena
Barclay Outline and Chevalier

The passage opposite shows an example of this. It starts in Times Roman 12 pt set
solid (that is, with no leading) and ranged left, and the changes are as follows:

When text has a large amount of leading it is said to be loose, and when it has a
small amount it is said to be tight.

Blank or
Frontispiece

The imprint page is
always positioned
on the title page
reverse – a verso

12 pt
12 pt
12 pt

the Dark Room
at Longwood

208

setting notes

As with all typographic elements, consistency is the key to conveying meaning to
the reader. It is inadvisable to mix styles within a book, unless there is a logical
reason for doing so.

footnotes, endnotes and sidenotes
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letter-spacing capitals

achieving the required extent

Putting theory into practice

The judgement and appreciation of such spacing is highly subjective and requires
practice. The spacing values between letter combinations that work in one font will
not necessarily work in another. Another method is to over-space the letters and
then reduce the spacing, pair by pair, until you are satisﬁed with the balance. If
there are two or more words to be spaced, it is important that the individual words
match each other in spacing values:

NORWEGIAN WOOD

Looks less compressed and scrappy

NORWEGIAN WOOD

Collis regular 20 pt, 20 ics overall
Already the line appears more impressive
but NOR and WEGIAN read as two words.

NOR WEGIAN WOOD

Collis regular 20 pt, 30 ics overall
WEG are better spaced but NORW and
WOOD are too widely spaced.

NORWEGIAN WOOD
-15

NOR W E G I A N WOOD

304

305

Leopold Labedz was born on 22 January 1920 in Simbirsk, a small
town in Russia on the river Volga near Kazan. It was also the birth-

Leo – the name by which he was known the world over, except

306

307

308

309

diminutives – was born in times of great turbulence. In 1920 the
tremendous upheavals in the aftermath of the Bolshevik revolution

When Leo was only a few months old, his mother, who had been
working in a Red Cross hospital in Kazan, caught typhus in an
epidemic and suddenly died. Cut off from Poland by the hostilities,
Leo’s father found himself unable to return to his family in Warsaw,
and had to wait several months for the Wrst opportunity of repatriation. When he at last obtained the necessary papers, however, he
faced fresh problems. Crossing Russia by train would have been
arduous enough at any time, but with a young baby and in conditions of war it was hazardous too: there were severe shortages as

arduous enough at any time, but with a young baby and in condiwell as physical risks. With a resourcefulness that would prove vital

well as physical risks. With a resourcefulness that would prove vital

310

278

in times ahead, Dr Labedz found a way to feed the infant. He bought
a goat, a bale of hay and a stove, and so it was that Leo, with his

in times ahead, Dr Labedz found a way to feed the infant. He bought

display typefaces and ornaments

fresh supply of milk, lived to tell the tale of his first great journey in

a goat, a bale of hay and a stove, and so it was that Leo, with his

life. Survival and travel, he later observed, would set a pattern to be

fresh supply of milk, lived to tell the tale of his first great journey in

repeated throughout the following decades.

life. Survival and travel, he later observed, would set a pattern to be

Leo was brought back to Warsaw to grow up among his father’s
large family. His grandmother was particularly doting and quick to

Fournier, 12 pt

‘An excellent novel’ A Critic

157

making extent

Fold-outs

The difference between lining and non-lining ﬁgures is not just in the height.
Lining ﬁgures are usually designed with the same set, that is, they occupy a space
of the same width. Non-lining ﬁgures, however, have a set determined by the width
of the characters themselves:

A fold-out, or throw-out, is a page that is larger than the pages in the rest of the
book and folded to ﬁt into it. Using fold-outs is a way of reproducing large-format
illustrations without bleeding across the gutter margin.

6666666666
7777777777
8888888888
9999999999
0000000000

1111111111
2222222222
3333333333
4444444444
5555555555

6666666666
7777777777
8888888888
9999999999
0000000000

Caslon, 10.5 pt
This is how these
figures appear
when keyed in.
No extra space has
been added
between the lining
figures on the left.

458

4,297
557

129

3,682

458

587

99

4,297

933

746

557

224

7,071

692

108

2,008

8,591

1,537

4,962

19

4,294

663

198

51

1,586

108

496

4,962

1,210

19

4,294

129

663

198

587

99

51

1586

933

746

496

224

7,071

692

1,210 2,008

8,591

1,537

Bear in mind the set of ﬁgures as the demands of the text changes. The vertical
alignment of lining ﬁgures, which is so useful in tables, can give them an uneven
look in display (left ), and should be adjusted with individual letter-spacing (right):

110057461119000358

110057461119000358

The close set of non-lining ﬁgures, which blends them into lower case text, can
make long strings of digits – such as telephone numbers – harder to read (left), so
they should be letter-spaced where necessary (right):
0 ics

03915 5159721 ⁄ 6241926

03915 5159721 ⁄ 6241926

12 ics

361

This side is
usually left
blank
recto

Size of fold-outs
Garamond, 7.5 pt
The lining figures
on the left align in
rows and columns.
The distance
between the
figures and the
rules is constant.
The non-lining
figures on the right
appear to move
around within the
boxes.

Garamond, 14 pt
Narrow figures,
such as ‘1’, have
more space either
side of them than
the wider figures.
This should be
adjusted in display
lines.

The dimensions of a fold-out are critical and the printer should be consulted before
you lay it out. The folded edge of the page needs to fall within the trimmed page
size by a few millimetres, so that when the book is bound and trimmed, the fold
is not trimmed off. The part of the page that folds back into the book should fall
short of the gutter so that it can be unfolded easily. For example, a book with a
width of 245 mm, would have a fold-out with the following measurements:
gutter
An example of possible measurements for
a fold-out section. There are many factors
that can affect these, including the
binding method and the page size.
Taking advice from the printer should
help to avoid any problems.

fold

24 0

24 5
235
←⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
←⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ From gutter ←⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
Width of
trimmed
page size

to fold

verso

recto

From fold
to edge
of page

Trimmed edge of
book at 245 mm,
leaving 5 mm
clearance

Garamond, 12 pt

setting see ‘typesetting’
setting down 259
setting extracts at a smaller size than the body text

29 Format, paper sizes and presses

sheet 220 – 1, 398 – 9
large sheet of paper on which a signature is printed
sheet-fed 398 – 9
printing press which prints on individual sheets of
paper rather than a roll of paper
shoulder note see ‘sidenote’

33 Characters-per-line in justified setting
35
Choosing a measure
36
The size and width of typefaces

show-through 41, 50, 178 – 9, 344, 346, 401
text from one side of a page visible on the reverse
side

38 Leading the text panel
41
Leading and backing up

sidebar 214
text explaining or expanding on the main text, set
separately at the side of the page

41

sidenote (shoulder note) 212 – 13
note set in the fore-edge margin

Lines-per-page: the depth of the text panel

42 Proportions of the text panel
Coverage
43

signature 220 – 1
printed sheet, containing 8, 16 or 32 pages, folded
and trimmed to form a section of the book

44 Positioning the text panel: margins
44
Mechanical factors affecting the margins

‘silk’ paper 399
coated paper with a slightly reflective surface finish

46 Positioning the text panel: gutter and fore-edge
46
Symmetrical layouts

sloped roman 68
form of italic font, following the design of the
roman, but inclined to the right

48 Positioning the text panel: head and foot
49 Traditional margins

small caps 66, 122, 132, 155, 245
capitals reduced in size but with the same weight
as standard capitals

50 Asymmetric layouts
Asymmetry and backing up
50
51
Positioning the text panel; Typographic style

spacing see ‘letter-spacing’, ‘word-spacing’,
‘leading’

52 Ranged left text panels
52
Measure and word-spacing
53
Leading; Layout

special needs 344– 7
special sorts (special characters) 331– 3, 378
characters not commonly found in Latin-alphabet
fonts

54 Sections and paragraphs

spelling 389

54 Section breaks

spine 351, 370
the side of the book at which the pages are bound
together

Paragraph indents

56 The function of a grid

spot colour (special colour)
colour created by mixing inks, not produced using
four-colour process

56 Master pages
Refining the grid; Automatic folios; Multiple master pages
57

spread 45
two pages opposite each other

57

square brackets 255, 321– 2
brackets usually used to indicate an editorial
insertion [ ]

56 Grids and master pages

Relationships within the grid

58 Examples of book grids and master pages

setting numerals

271

298

preparing text for setting

set solid 38
text set with no leading

28 Format

55
Page would fold
back to here with
5 mm clearance
of gutter

376

set 36 – 7, 79 – 80
the width of characters in a font
of lining and non-lining figures 271

t h e t e x t pa n e l

32 Laying out the text panel

verso

3,682

covers and jackets

29 Designing a format
Proportions
30
31
Size

An example of a
fold-out shown
from above.
The back of the
page that folds
out is usually left
blank.

The advantage of lining ﬁgures is that they can be put into columns that will
automatically line up vertically. This makes them the ideal choice when designing
tables, especially if rules or boxes are required:

fold

⎯→

1111111111
2222222222
3333333333
4444444444
5555555555

239

Simply leaving a line space may lead to confusion, especially if line spaces are
being used anyway to indicate new paragraphs or space before and after extracts.

28 Trade formats
gutter

non-lining figures

On the left an early
review – a shoutline;
on the right a strapline
announcing a prize
for the book. Such
elements seldom add
to the overall look of
the cover or jacket.

pa rt t wo

The set of lining ﬁgures

lining figures

been preserved. There is also here the Clubhouse, Members’
Restaurant, and Barnes Wallis’s ofﬁce.
[#]
The great reﬁneries at Fawley and Grangemouth are not yet industrial archaeology, but are conspicuously part of the landscape, as

tions were exhausted; there was famine and disease.

and had to wait several months for the Wrst opportunity of repatriation. When he at last obtained the necessary papers, however, he

tions of war it was hazardous too: there were severe shortages as

277

almost every surrounding country, while Lenin’s Red Army was

epidemic and suddenly died. Cut off from Poland by the hostilities,
Leo’s father found himself unable to return to his family in Warsaw,

faced fresh problems. Crossing Russia by train would have been

Requiem italic, 12 pt

276

Where line spaces are needed, it is preferable to use a code (to be deleted later), such
as [#], which leaves no doubt that a line space is to be used:

What is the full extent of the wording to appear? You may be asked to add to the titling,
using such text as quoted reviews, which may arrive late in the layout process.
Marketing departments may add early reviews of the book at a late stage.

preparing to crush Poland’s attempts at independence. The popula-

almost every surrounding country, while Lenin’s Red Army was
preparing to crush Poland’s attempts at independence. The populations were exhausted; there was famine and disease.

Frivolity in the Nineties
Frivolity in the Nineties

275

were still continuing. There were post-war border disputes in

tremendous upheavals in the aftermath of the Bolshevik revolution
were still continuing. There were post-war border disputes in

When Leo was only a few months old, his mother, who had been

274

Leo – the name by which he was known the world over, except
among Polish speakers, who used their own range of affectionate

diminutives – was born in times of great turbulence. In 1920 the

working in a Red Cross hospital in Kazan, caught typhus in an

273

doctors studying for higher medical diplomas at the University of
Kazan when they met. Thus Leo was born “in exile”, far from the
Warsaw where he would grow up.

Kazan when they met. Thus Leo was born “in exile”, far from the
Warsaw where he would grow up.
among Polish speakers, who used their own range of affectionate

272

place of Lenin and Kerensky. Leo’s parents were Polish, both

place of Lenin and Kerensky. Leo’s parents were Polish, both
doctors studying for higher medical diplomas at the University of

e

From left to right:
Formata
Walbaum
Joanna

Over-spacing of words set in upper and lower case degrades the design of the face,
rendering it characterless:

Frivolity in the Nineties
Frivolity in the Nineties

These codes can then be deleted by the designer as the text is formatted.

Page returns should be inserted wherever text starts on a new page. If all chapters
are to start on rectos, this should be given as an instruction at the beginning of
the text. If some section openings require recto starts and others do not, this may
be indicated by inserting [recto] at the top of the appropriate pages.

Increase the depth of the text panel.
Text: 10 on 14 pt, 62 characters-per-line,
31 lines-per-page.

Leopold Labedz was born on 22 January 1920 in Simbirsk, a small
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town in Russia on the river Volga near Kazan. It was also the birth-

WATERLOGGED

PAINTINGS, COLLAGES & MONTAGES

Richard Shirley Smith

Page breaks and line breaks
Text too large with not enough leading.
Reduce type size to 10 pt and increase leading
to 14 pt. Text: 10 on 14 pt, 62 characters-perline, 28 lines-per-page.

Even if you feel that both of these processes are too time consuming, the effect
of certain letter combinations, which are over-kerned in some fonts – such as the
WAT, HI and KING below – should be corrected:

HIVE

PAINTINGS, COLLAGES & MONTAGES

Richard Shirley Smith

The letters making up the two words
now appear balanced and evenly spaced.
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WATERLOGGED

PAINTINGS, COLLAGES & MONTAGES

[A] Watermills [A]
Water and wind were the only sources of mechanical power
until well into the 18th century. Waterwheels were used in
Roman Britain and increasingly from Saxon times on; the ﬁrst
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[CH] Milling [CH]
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THE COLLECTED WORKS

Editors will sometimes apply some basic formatting to the headings on the text
disk – putting them in a larger size and in bold, for example. For simple texts with
only one or two levels of heading this is enough to show the designer where the
headings are. In more complex texts with many levels of heading, using a code
will make it clearer. Inserting [CH] for chapter headings and [A], [B], [C], etc., for
each level in the hierarchy of sub-headings is the usual way of doing this:
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The original image, on the left below, is complex and the legibility of the text is
reduced when placed onto it. The images in the middle and to the right have
ghosted areas in the top third of the image, out of which the text reads clearly.
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The visual space between individual
letters is now reduced as shown.
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Right:
black ghosting in
a gradient from
the picture’s top.
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Some wordprocessing and
layout programs
will translate style
sheets automatically. This means
that the editor can
apply the style
sheets in the
word-processing
program and they
will convert into
the correct style
in the layout
program. This
depends on both
parties having
compatible IT
set-ups. If you
wish to work in
this way give it
a trial run first.
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Leopold Labedz was born on 22 January 1920 in Simbirsk, a
small town in Russia on the river Volga near Kazan. It was
also the birthplace of Lenin and Kerensky. Leo’s parents
were Polish, both doctors studying for higher medical diplomas at the University of Kazan when they met. Thus Leo was
born “in exile”, far from the Warsaw where he would grow
up.
Leo – the name by which he was known the world over,
except among Polish speakers, who used their own range of
affectionate diminutives – was born in times of great turbulence. In 1920 the tremendous upheavals in the aftermath of
the Bolshevik revolution were still continuing. There were
post-war border disputes in almost every surrounding country, while Lenin’s Red Army was preparing to crush Poland’s
attempts at independence. The populations were exhausted;
there was famine and disease.
When Leo was only a few months old, his mother, who
had been working in a Red Cross hospital in Kazan, caught
typhus in an epidemic and suddenly died. Cut off from
Poland by the hostilities, Leo’s father found himself unable
to return to his family in Warsaw, and had to wait several
months for the Wrst opportunity of repatriation. When he at
last obtained the necessary papers, however, he faced fresh
problems. Crossing Russia by train would have been arduous
enough at any time, but with a young baby and in conditions
of war it was hazardous too: there were severe shortages as
well as physical risks. With a resourcefulness that would
prove vital in times ahead, Dr Labedz found a way to feed the
infant. He bought a goat, a bale of hay and a stove, and so it
was that Leo, with his fresh supply of milk, lived to tell the
tale of his first great journey in life. Survival and travel, he
later observed, would set a pattern to be repeated throughout

Collis regular 20 pt, 10 ics overall

Indicating headings

Left:
white ghosting in
a gradient from
the picture’s top.

Ghosting is an effect which fades out the image. It can be
applied to the whole image or as a gradient over a portion of
the image. A panel can be ghosted into which text is placed.
Black and white are commonly used though any colour can
be employed.

2 The text is flowed into the document.
The number of pages created is shown on the
document layout. Print out a spread and see
how it looks. Text: 11 on 13 pt, 56 charactersper-line, 32 lines-per-page.

1 Use the master pages of the typesetting
program set trial margins. These are simply a
starting point from which to make changes.
The chosen typeface is Quadraat.

how editors supply text

Can the image be made more acceptable by using a ghosted area? This will sometimes
allow the text – especially if it contains many words – to be placed in an area which
would otherwise be unsuitable. The image owner may also object to this.

The following is an example of ﬂowing text into the text panel and making adjustments to make extent. The book is 256 pages, 6 of which are prelims. This leaves
250 pages to ﬁll with the main text, which is continuous.

Collis regular 20 pt, 0 ics overall
NOR and WOOD are open, RWEG closed
The word space is too narrow.

NORWEGIAN WOOD

dealing with images and text

square format 30
stock
printer’s term for papers, cards or boards
see ‘paper’
sub-chapter 126 – 41
sub-division of a chapter
sub-headings 126 – 41
headings for sub-chapters
coding for 376
colours and tints with 138 – 9
grouping together of 136 – 7
heading hierarchy 126 – 7
a set of sub-heading styles, varying in size and
position to indicate the relative importance of
each sub-heading
numbering of 140
position of 134– 5, 137
relative importance of 126
saving space with 141
size of 128
space before and after 129
type style of 130 – 3
subscript
type placed below the baseline
superior characters 215– 16, 245
characters placed above the baseline
swash letter 148
letterform with exaggerated calligraphic strokes
symbol font 333
font containing no alphabetic characters, but
containing symbols and pictograms
symmetrical layout 46 – 9
layout in which grids of the right- and left-hand
pages mirror each other
tables 274– 5, 340 – 3
take back 105
moving a word from the beginning of one line to
the end of the previous line
template 376
see also ‘grids’, ‘master pages’
terms of the trade 2 – 13
text
combining with image 358 – 65
composition of 90 – 101
conversion from word processor 380 – 1
formatting of 381
massaging of 102 – 11
preparing for setting 374– 83
structure of 126 – 7
supply of 374– 9
text box 58 – 9
box drawn up in a layout program to contain text

27

large-format illustrated books

glossary and index

lining and non-lining figures

fold-outs

each section has a detailed contents page

the index and glossary are combined for easier reference
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